Peel and place decals on Cricket and Deadeye. Follow the numbers as indicated. Place unnumbered decals anywhere you desire (flat surfaces are best). If you want, follow the illustrations on the box.
Use safety scissors (not included) to cut accessories off the frame. Fit accessories on Deadeye as shown... or re-design their placement any way you like. There are a total of 9 pegs available for accessory positioning.

ARMS CAN BE POSITIONED UP, DOWN, OR ANYWHERE IN BETWEEN.
TO INSERT BATTERIES:

Lift the battery cover door up as shown. Insert 2 "C" size Alkaline batteries (not included) as indicated. Close cover door.

NOTE: WHEN THE BATTERIES RUN LOW, DEADEYE WILL CONTINUE TO RUN—BUT WILL NO LONGER RESPOND TO CRICKET'S COMMANDS. THIS IS THE TIME TO REPLACE THE BATTERIES.

TO LOAD LASER DISCS:

Load laser discs into the top of Deadeye's head. NOTE: MAKE SURE DISCS LIE FLAT. Load as many as 10 laser discs at one time.
1. Turn Deadeye's On/Off Switch to "On."

2. Hold Cricket as shown.

3. Click Cricket's head to go from one action to the next.

   The sequence of functions always remains the same: Click Cricket's head...
   
   1st time—Fires laser discs.
   2nd time—Deadeye turns to the right.
   3rd time—Deadeye moves forward.
   4th time—Deadeye stops.

For best performance, don't allow anything to come between Cricket's antenna and Deadeye's antenna, i.e. walls. Deadeye will respond to Cricket's commands within a 6-foot radius.